
The Beauty of 
Balancing Your Body’s  
Natural Flow

What is Voll Polarity Therapy?
Voll Polarity Therapy (VPT) incorporates Meridian and 
Energy Stress Assessment (MESA) Automated Bionetic 
Stress Assessment Testing (Spectravision), Low Level Light 
Therapy (LLLT), nutritional supplementation, micro-herbal 
botanical resonance supplementation and complex homeo-
pathic products to boost the immune system, increase 
circulation, promote healthy and natural detoxification and 
increase a person’s core energy levels.

Stress causes or exacerbates 80-85% of all human illness 
(according to the AMA).  The brain creates associations 
between environmental substances we ingest, breathe and 
touch. Some of these associations are inappropriate and 
trigger symptoms you may be experiencing.

These associations can be broken by introducing a positive 
stimulus in conjunction with the specific stress-inducing 
substance causing a reduction or elimination of symptoms. 
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Voll Polarity

The foundation for VPT combines core 
components of holistic medicine and 
the latest in advancements in clinical 
uses of the SpectraVision creating a 
Revolutionary New Therapy.

Voll Polarity Therapy is an 
alternative that meets the 
growing demands for safe, 
effective protocols of natural 
therapy.

The brain creates associations  
for the body to environmental 
substances we ingest, breathe 
and touch. Some of these 
associations are inappropriate 
and trigger unwanted symptoms.

The key ingredient is that proper help is being applied, and the 
most critical interferences are addressed according to the body’s 
priority system: “first things first.” The body will gain more healing 
resources because as the ‘largest’ metabolic interferences are relieved, 
more resources will be available for the process of healing and main-
taining health.

In some cases the interferences cannot be “fixed” unless additional 
support processes take place such as elimination of toxic exposures, 
chronic focal disturbances, or emotional stressors or imbalances. 
Because all issues can become isolated into a simple term such as 
“ENERGY” it is important to realize that the focus of the Bionetic 
practitioner is to concentrate on the net effect: increase or decrease in
energy flow.

There are several basic processes that if optimized, overall wellness is 
enhanced. This process begins with energy assessment and ends in
increasing vital energy flow. 

The emotional, mental, biochemical, bioelectrical, and 
bioenergetic aspects of the body must be in working 
order for the system to be healthy. If there is a 
blockage or restriction, health will ultimately be 
hindered. If the necessary healing energy can’t be 
created or distributed through the tissues, we can 
become sick.

Blocks can be mental, emotional, physical and 
spiritual (conflicts within). Some examples are:

- Stress
- Overwork
- No Sleep
- Burning the candle on both ends
- Poor Nutrition
- Problems with Digestion, or Elimination.

Providing the energy to heal is the most critical component of being a 
Bionetic practitioner, and as such it requires the ability to make the best 
choices for metabolism, detoxification, and nutritional support. All eventual 
therapy programs are based on the readings of the measurement points in 
conjunction with the client’s lifestyle and health goals.

“A revolutionary 
new therapy.”
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Experience a Better Flow Today
Contact your practitioner today!

A reduction in physiological 
stress caused by emotional 
imbalances, dietary choices and 
environmental substances can 
alleviate many symptomatic 
expressions experienced in 
daily life.

Negative associations can be broken 
by introducing a positive stimulus in 
conjunction with the specific 
stress-inducing substance causing a 
reduction or elimination of 
symptoms.

The key ingredient is that proper help is being applied, and the 
most critical interferences are addressed according to the body’s 
priority system: “first things first.” The body will gain more healing 
resources because as the ‘largest’ metabolic interferences are relieved, 
more resources will be available for the process of healing and main-
taining health.

In some cases the interferences cannot be “fixed” unless additional 
support processes take place such as elimination of toxic exposures, 
chronic focal disturbances, or emotional stressors or imbalances. 
Because all issues can become isolated into a simple term such as 
“ENERGY” it is important to realize that the focus of the Bionetic 
practitioner is to concentrate on the net effect: increase or decrease in 
energy flow.

There are several basic processes that if optimized, overall wellness is 
enhanced. This process begins with energy assessment and ends in 
increasing vital energy flow. 
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The emotional, mental, biochemical, bioelectrical, and 
bioenergetic aspects of the body must be in working 
order for the system to be healthy. If there is a 
blockage or restriction, health will ultimately be 
hindered. If the necessary healing energy can’t be 
created or distributed through the tissues, we can 
become sick.

Blocks can be mental, emotional, physical and 
spiritual (conflicts within). Some examples are:

- Stress
- Overwork
- No Sleep
- Burning the candle on both ends
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- Problems with Digestion, or Elimination.

Providing the energy to heal is the most critical component of being a 
Bionetic practitioner, and as such it requires the ability to make the best 
choices for metabolism, detoxification, and nutritional support. All eventual 
therapy programs are based on the readings of the measurement points in 
conjunction with the client’s lifestyle and health goals.
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